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CHRISTCHURCH FALSE FLAG CONSPIRACY 
THEORY IN THE CZECH CONTEXT: 

THE AERONET CASE STUDY

Markéta Šonková1

The terrorist attack in Christchurch of March 2019 marked a watershed moment 
in history, among others, since it was the first attack of this kind that was lives-
treamed on the Internet by the perpetrator himself. Since then, the footage has 
been reappearing online across the globe, and so have various conspiracy theories 
related to the attack, clearly showing the cross-boundary and cross-cultural na-
ture of the phenomenon. The objective of this article is to examine a set of texts 
published on a Czech conspiracy site Aeronet and to look at how their author uses 
broader conspiracy contexts to explain an alleged ‘false flag’ operation in Christ-
church. The overall aim of this article is to provide an in-depth analysis of texts 
published in the Czech language and contribute to the mosaic of research con-
ducted in relation to this attack. 

Keywords: Terrorism; Christchurch; Conspiracy; False Flag; Aeronet; Czech 
Republic.

Introduction

For a long time, conspiracy theories have been a source of fascination for some, with 
the digital revolution, overall globalisation, and the post-truth age significantly facili-
tating the circulation of conspiracy theories to achieve a worldwide audience. Despite 
the general feasibility to verify information thanks to the possibilities (not only) the 

1 Markéta Šonková is an independent researcher from the Czech Republic, focusing on the 
areas of terrorism and extremism. She holds MA degrees in International Relations and English 
Language and Literature from Masaryk University in Brno, Czech Republic. Contact: sonkova.
marketa@gmail.com.
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Internet has provided, conspiracies have not disappeared. In fact, the Internet has eased 
and accelerated the processes, and has allowed for the establishment of like-minded 
communities, where echo chambers and conspiracy biases flourish. Moreover, with this 
happening globally and often online, various scenes can now more easily feed into each 
other, potentially leading to real world implications in the long-term. As such, con-
spiracy theories continue to be not only an anti-establishment and anti-mainstream 
phenomenon but can also help polarise – and potentially mobilise – societies, allowing 
them to become weaponised when politicised. 

The white extremist terrorist attack on the two mosques in Christchurch of March 2019 
was a watershed moment. It was not the first time that a large-scale terrorist attack was 
conducted by a right-wing extremist, as Anders Breivik committed a series of attacks 
in Norway in 2011. However, the attack by the perpetrator in Christchurch, who had 
been inspired by Breivik, was the first attack of its kind as it was streamed live on the 
Internet by the perpetrator. Since then, the footage – despite efforts of tech platforms 
and governments – keeps reappearing online, and so do various conspiracy theories 
related to the attack, clearly showing the cross-boundary and cross-cultural nature of 
the phenomenon. Moreover, the (live)streaming of terrorist attacks with gamification1 
elements, has been more frequent since as well.2

The objective of the article is to examine a set of texts published on Czech conspiracy 
site Aeronet – a site notorious for complex and at times influential conspiratory texts. 
The intention is to look at how the author(s) of these texts uses broader conspiracy 
contexts to explain an alleged ‘false flag’3 operation in Christchurch. The overall aim is 
to provide, by the means of a single case study, an in-depth analysis of texts published 
in Czech, and contribute to the mosaic of research conducted in relation to this spe-
cific attack. In order also to function as a standalone text, without presuming detailed 
knowledge of the attack and conspiracies at large, the article first introduces conspiracy 
theories in political and legal context, provides a background to the attack, and includes 
the necessary Czech contexts. 

Due to the limitations in its scope, this article focuses primarily on the specific case 
analysis and sets it in the Czech context, rather than on an all-encompassing effect of 
conspiracies on their consumers or those exposed to them and possible risks that may 
follow, or a larger analysis of conspiracies around mass shootings in general. Similarly, 
the legislative context and efforts of governments to fight disinformation, propaganda, 
and conspiracies cannot be included at length here. The context used is mostly Czech 
and by extension also European.

Background

On March 15, 2019, during the Friday Prayer, a shooter entered two mosques one after 
the other – Masjid Al Noor Mosque and Linwood Islamic Centre – where he killed 51 
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people and injured 50 more. Before the attack, he advertised his plans and published 
a manifesto online on smaller Internet platforms, which were earlier used also by ISIS 
and al-Qaeda. Shortly before the attack, he shared a link to said manifesto on Facebook, 
Twitter, and 8chan4 – a decentralised and unmoderated site known for being a breeding 
ground of racist, violent, and sexist content.5 Then, he live-streamed the rampage over 
Facebook6 with the help of a mounted camera – thus being an active communicator and 
streaming agent in his crime –  resembling the video game first-person-point of view.7 

Facebook claims that fewer than 200 people watched the video live, with no users 
reporting it during the broadcast.8 Numerous internet providers then battled a heavy 
re-upload of the content – there were 1.5 million re-uploads within the first 24 hours on 
Facebook alone, while YouTube reported tens of thousands re-uploads within the first 
24 hours after the attack.9 Excerpts – but in some cases also the material in full – of the 
video and the manifesto appeared even in some mainstream media.10 

The perpetrator, a white extremist, initially pleaded not guilty to the multiple charges 
he faced, changing his plea to guilty in March 2020,11 thus ensuring he did not give 
testimony.12 He was sentenced to life without parole in 2020, although sought leave to 
appeal the sentence in late 2022.13

Conspiracy Context

‘False Flag’ conspiracy – “named for a naval manoeuvre in which a ship flies a different 
country’s flag in order to trick enemies into retreating or to facilitate an escape”14 – is 
a type of conspiracy whose originators claim a specific event was in some way staged 
or faked, often by government-staged crisis actors, or carried out by someone else than 
the official account is making the public believe. Lately, this type of conspiracy tends 
to follow mass shootings, since “people who are drawn to false flag conspiracies about 
mass shootings will predictably be those with strong beliefs about gun ownership and 
gun rights who are mistrustful of government in general and liberals in particular.”15 
False flags have also appeared more frequently among those who believe they are on 
the ‘losing’ side of the culture war, which in effect also includes the Great Replacement 
conspirators, thereby absolving figures on their side, and redirecting the attention and 
blame to the opponents.16 In this regard, for example the FBI, in an internal memo from 
May 2019, warned that conspiracy theories are likely to motivate domestic extremists 
to commit violent activity, even domestic terrorism17 and indeed the attacker who com-
mitted the terrorist attack in New Zealand did so with the motivation of preventing 
“white genocide,”18 also known as “Great Replacement” conspiracy.

In general, conspiracies are hardly a new phenomenon. However, the globalised world, 
with the nearly global presence of some Internet platforms and the emergence of alt-
tech platforms and services, where conspiracies can thrive, has made them more easily 
accessible and harder to avoid. As such, conspiracies are often in conflict with official 
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explanations and understandings of an event. They also have the power to erode public 
trust in media and politics – and subsequently undermine effective action and public 
discourse, can lead to racism, populism, and polarisation of societies, as well as promote 
theories of secret plans or anti-establishment stances.19 From a psychological point of 
view, they can help some people understand the world they live in, offer a sense of be-
longing, “exert control over or within unstable, complex systems”.20 Yet, they can also be 
a “symptom of a crisis of legitimacy among representative institutions,”21 while in the 
context of the information overload, they can become one of its functions. Thus, con-
spiracies can be an instrument of control as well as of resistance, and when politicised 
and aimed at the right audience, they can make a powerful tool, even a weapon. In the 
security context in practice, conspiracy theories and theorists can also make use of the 
period of chaos after an attack, before any official information starts coming in, and try 
to fill (and abuse) the information void and/or the lack of confirmed information. 

The question thus arises as to how to tackle disinformation and conspiracies in a more 
systematic way. Nonetheless, any legislation aiming at disinformation is a sensitive issue 
and any new rules must be designed so as not to impede on the freedom of speech and 
of not leading to censorship, which may be, alongside cultural and political differences 
and historical approaches, one of the reasons why there are usually more softer tools 
available compared to “hard legislation”. Another possible downside of legislating in 
this area are the risks in case undemocratic forces came to power and used such tools as 
a means of control, contrary to their original purpose. However, considering the global 
effect of disinformation and conspiracies during the COVID-19 pandemic and later 
also in the aftermath of the Russian war against Ukraine, both largely aided by online 
activities and both having security implications, there has been an upsurge of interest in 
curbing the possibilities to spread disinformation and conspiracies. 

In the European Union, the legislative area of which is very pertinent to the Czech Re-
public, these efforts have been of legislative as well as non-legislative nature and have 
been on the agenda of the policymakers at least since 2015.22 The non-legislative strand 
comprises of, for example, the establishment of the report of the High-Level Expert 
Group on fake news and online disinformation of March 2018, the Code of Practice on 
Disinformation of October 2018, an Action Plan against disinformation of December 
2018, and most recently the Strengthened Code of Practice of June 2022.23 The De-
fence of Democracy package, prepared by the Czech Commissioner and the European 
Commission’s Vice-President Věra Jourová and made public in mid-December 2023, 
will also, inter alia, “step up the fight against disinformation and […] support media 
freedom and pluralism”24 In the legislative strand, the most recent is the Digital Services 
Act package.25 

As such, the Christchurch attack was – at least partially – committed as a result of 
a consumption of (a) conspiracy theory(ies). Out of them, the ‘false flag’ conspiracy 
has probably been the most prominent one and has not been limited to New Zealand, 
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but proliferated elsewhere, too. In the U.S., for example, this theory – and branches 
thereof – have been popular on Alex Jones’s platforms, including his radio show. There 
were supposedly also New Zealanders calling in, claiming e.g. that “there was a link 
between the recent Measles outbreak in Christchurch and the terror attack” (the same 
person also supposedly claiming that “the attack didn’t make sense, because there was 
no animosity towards New Zealand’s Muslim community”) or that “United Nations 
orchestrated the attack.”26

EU vs. Disinfo, a site run by the  European External Action Service’s East StratCom 
Task Force, also identified a piece of disinformation which claimed that “the shooter in 
the New Zealand terror attack and Ukrainian nationalists share the same psychological 
profile.”27 It was reported by Rossiya 1, trying to convince the audience that “If the West 
turns a blind eye to the crimes of the Ukrainian nationalists, these kind [sic] of events 
will repeat themselves in every Western country,”28 with EU vs. Disinfo disproving the 
claim. The ‘false flag’ conspiracy, as it appeared on Aeronet in a text dated August 5, 
2019, was also noticed and debunked by EU vs. Disinfo.29

Nonetheless, the mistruths, rumours, and disinformation above and below show how 
one attack can serve multiple actors when falsely – either purposefully or inadvertent-
ly – reported on: pro-gun lobbyists, anti-gun activists, alt-right, white supremacists, 
Kremlin propaganda, but also those who simply tend to believe and spread conspiracy 
theories for various other reasons.

Czech Context

Although New Zealand is not an area regularly discussed on Czech news, the Christ-
church attack has received a broad media attention as well as reactions from the public 
and politicians. The attack was widely denounced; however, hateful reactions still ap-
peared on social media and in online discussions, some of which even condoned the 
attack. To that end, the then Minister of the Interior Jan Hamáček announced on his 
Twitter, now X, account:

In connection to the terrorist attack in New Zealand, I would like to re-
assure the public that as of yesterday, the Czech Police have been looking 
into all activities that could be understood as approving of a criminal 
offence,30 they are carefully examining them, and are collecting evidence 
for possible criminal proceedings.31

He was followed by the then Police President Jan Švejdar, who retweeted the Minister’s 
tweet, adding: 

The police will not tolerate any expressions of consent to terrorism,32 
extremism, or incitement to hatred. We have a number of tools how to 
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detect the perpetrators of this type of criminal activity. We pay close 
attention to these activities and every detected act will be thoroughly 
investigated.33 

Both the announcements led in certain streams of public discourse to criticism, for 
example, by the Freedom and Direct Democracy Party (SPD), a radical nationalist pop-
ulist party, that the police should be helping and protecting the Czech citizens instead 
of being repressive and intimidating through the Minister and the Police President.34 

In the Czech Republic, there is currently no specific law to prosecute disinformation 
and conspiracies.35 Although, the Czech Criminal Code allows for the prosecution of 
individual acts that are part of other criminal activity as defined in the Criminal Code, 
law nr. 40/2009 Col.36 That includes, for example, Art. 312e support and promotion of 
terrorism, for which the penalty is between 2 to 10 years in prison or between 5 to 15 
years of imprisonment and a possibility of financial sanctions – depending on the na-
ture and extent of the criminal act.37 In connection to the Christchurch terrorist attack, 
these charges were widely used for the first time and resulted in multiple sentences be-
ing handed out. However, they have so far ranged from suspended sentences to finan-
cial fines – often due to the proclamations being an isolated action and the perpetrators 
not being members of any extremist organisation.38 Only one prison sentence has been 
handed over but was later commuted to a suspended sentence.39

Soon after the attack, the fear of possible anti-Muslim violence also led the then chair-
man of the Prague Muslim community (and lawyer) Leonid Kušnarenko to announce 
that he was prepared to help arm those Muslims, in the spirit of protection, who might 
be interested. The proclamation was denounced by the Czech Muslim community.40 
Kušnarenko was expelled from his function, ceased to be a member of the communi-
ty,41 and the chairman of the Board of the Czech Bar Association has brought a disci-
plinary action against him.42

Aeronet: Description of the medium

Aeronet is a Czech conspiracy site describing itself:

AE News is an alternative news site run on a volunteer basis by American 
European News, LLC, a New York City-based publishing company that 
provides comprehensive and in-depth political and security analysis. Our 
content is published in Czech. We focus on publishing clear and direct 
explanations of global geopolitical issues of the 21st century. Our proj-
ect is funded entirely by donations from our readers, and our goal is to 
become a real and viable alternative to mainstream media outlets that fail 
to provide objective political perspectives on current world events.43
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According to the European Values think tank, the site started operating after the annex-
ation of Crimea.44 The site is run quasi-anonymously45 and a large majority of the arti-
cles are anonymous as well, signed only “VK.” The ownership structure is not known, 
and the site is registered in the U.S., so as the owner(s) can avoid having their identity 
revealed, considering different legal frameworks and obligations. However, the Czech 
public TV has, after a prolonged investigation, managed to uncover the identity of an 
individual allegedly connected to the management of the site.46 

Since the site appears to be primarily financed by donations, it has an open call for such 
donations permanently advertised:47 “The biggest tragedy of a nation is an enemy on the 
inside, brough up by globalisation and alienated from own family! That is a conceptual 
liquidation! Support our – still free – news also in [following month].48 Thank you!” 49 
Currently, the site claims it needs 1,835 EUR50 a month for its operation. It also allows 
advertising upon being contacted by the prospective advertisers via a form.51

The site is responsible for being the originator of several prominent conspiracies in the 
Czech context52 and often merges several largely unrelated topics in one article to prove 
there are consistent, larger, and deeper conspiracies. The content consistently refers to 
the alleged New World Order, various Zionist conspiracies – as the site is largely anti-
Semitic, as well as the Great Replacement and related conspiracies. 

The content is openly pro-Russian, against Ukraine, against the U.S. – or “the West” in 
general, against NATO and the EU, as well as the intelligence services, especially BIS – 
Security Information Service (Czech counterintelligence). Opposition to immigration, 
Middle East related content, and distortion of current events are also common themes. 
Lately, big and repetitive topics include COVID-19 pandemic, and a constant is the 
Russian aggression against Ukraine. The author(s) do not shy away from using nega-
tive, expressive descriptions for those they oppose, including specific politicians, par-
ties, civil society, and institutions. The published texts are not only disinformative, but 
they can also contribute to spreading panic, as well as to the polarisation of the society. 

The content very often lacks reliable sources, or sources altogether, and opinion pieces 
tend to be presented as regular news; Aeronet also applies a method of linkage and refers 
to its older texts containing either problematic sources and/or misrepresenting quotes 
of certain sources.53 At times, the texts contain quotes from “experts,” which could 
seemingly legitimise the claims – these experts, however, tend to be either anonymous 
or supposedly come from the readers’ community without clear and verifiable identity 
or expertise. Most often, though, the author himself presents seemingly “expert” in-
sight without any source whatsoever. The published texts tend to be long and complex 
– which may give the impression of both diligent reporting as well as to support the 
extensive conspiracy claims and contain rich visual material. The headlines tend to span 
over several lines, as they correspond with the entire lead paragraph. The site publishes 
around one article per day. 
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Aeronet has been regularly mentioned in the annual extremism report of the Minis-
try of the Interior of the Czech Republic in relation to the media spreading polarising 
content,54 as well as it can be understood as corresponding with a warning issued by 
BIS in 2015 related to pro-Russian propaganda.55 Since the Czech and Slovak languages 
are mutually largely comprehensible, the audience is not limited to the Czech Republic 
only. Although the identity of the editor-in-chief is still largely contested, he regularly 
appears on a fringe radio site Svobodný vysílač (Free Transmitter). Aeronet also has a 
work symbiosis with Adam B. Bartoš, an anti-Semitic and racist fringe politician, whose 
publishing house the editor-in-chief uses for publishing his books. 

After the Russian invasion to Ukraine in February 2022, Aeronet was one of the eight 
websites spreading foreign disinformation access to which was suspended by the Czech 
internet association NIC.CZ pursuant a government recommendation and expert con-
sultations, on the grounds of posing a threat to national security.56 This marked an un-
precedented step, implemented historically for the first time. However, the state did not 
have any tools at its disposal to take steps by itself, showing limits to capacities to act 
flexibly in this area in crisis times. A law that would enable such action in the future 
alongside more structured efforts aiming at prevention was announced two months 
after the invasion by the Minister of Justice.57 However, it has not materialised yet and it 
now seems rather unlikely that it will happen.58 The NIC.cz association stopped block-
ing seven out of the eight websites in May 2022, with Aeronet remaining the only one 
not accessible due to incorrect data of the owner in the register and the domain was 
not allowed to be switched back on.59 Aeronet now functions under a different domain 
(https://aeronet.news), where it started publishing soon after being blocked in the first 
place, and where the content from the original site was transferred.

Aeronet Conspiracies: Analysis

Aeronet published five fully dedicated articles in the immediate aftermath of the Christ-
church terrorist attack dated March 16,60 17,61 18,62 19,63 and 20,64 2019, providing a 
detailed analysis of a supposed complex ‘false flag’ operation.65 These articles form the 
main body of the discussion below. 

The attack was then further referenced in eleven other articles:

• in relation to the alleged alikeness, staginess, and repressions in the case of the 
Halle shooting (October 13 and October 15, 2019); 66

• alleged “gun control” ‘false flag’ related to the El Paso shooting (August 5, 2019)67 
as well as the El Paso manifesto (August 6, 2019);68

• alleged link between the Christchurch attack and the Sri Lankan Easter terrorist 
attack of 2019 and both of them being a part of a wider Zionist conspiracy (April 
23, 2019);69
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• a vague reference to the manifesto was made in connection to a Czech mass 
shooting in the Ostrava hospital70 (December 10, 2019);71 

• another reference was made in connection to the Czech Minister of the Interior 
and his proclamation on prosecuting those condoning the attack and two initial 
cases of such prosecution (July 30, 2019);72

• symbolism related to the attack was referenced in an articled dedicated to 
Rammstein’s music video “Deutschland,” which is supposedly also speckled with 
symbolism of upcoming genocide of the white race (April 7, 2019);73

• an anti-Semitic article related to the Ukrainian presidential election, where a link 
is being made due to Zelensky’s making an OK gesture that Aeronet claimed to 
have been alike to the one made by the shooter in New Zealand, which are both 
supposedly linked to a secret cultural war (April 22, 2019);74

• to the Notre Dame fire, where there allegedly were “Templar connections,” sim-
ilarly as it was supposed to be the case with Christchurch and Breivik, as well as 
further references to the Christchurch manifesto, supposedly helping explain the 
cultural war (April 16, 2019);75

• and lastly in a surprisingly short article of March 17, 2021,76 which is also the only 
text on Aeronet that addresses the Czech courts dealing with multiple cases of 
support and promotion of terrorism in connection to Christchurch. Specifically, 
it focuses on the one case for which a prison sentence was initially given by the 
court, though it was later commuted. All the other cases that were handled by 
Czech courts are not anyhow mentioned. It was suggested by the author that the 
original sentence was delivered on the order of the Ministry of the Interior, links 
the decision to a strategy of the Ministry “Concept of combating extremism and 
prejudiced hatred for 2019,” tries to undermine the credibility of Czech public in-
stitutions, and states that the sentence aims at creating an exemplary case to scare 
the Czech population against expressing opinions online before the Parliamentary 
election which was due to take place in October 2021, dangerously suggesting 
supposed totalitarian efforts of the political establishment.  

Article I: March 16, 2019

The first article came out one day after the attack: 

“VIDEO: Uncensored footage of the Christchurch Muslim massacre 
raises suspicion that it was a False Flag operation with crisis actors! No 
screaming of the victims, no bullet holes in the walls, no blood when 
shooting into the victims’ bodies, clean clothes without any blood, shoot-
ing in the head without any blood, a victim wearing a Fantômas mask, 
and other nonsense! What happened when the shooter shot through the 
windshield while driving the car?” 
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The text is 2,875 words-long (including heading, subheadings, and the lead paragraph, 
excluding image captions and recommendations for further reading), with bolded pas-
sages in the text to highlight certain claims, and contains twelve captioned images (one 
of the attacker; one of the attacker’s firearm with 6 identifications of the names written 
on it;77 one with a detail of the magazines; eight screen grabs from the attack footage 
with misleading captions; and one of the apprehension of the attacker by the police), 
and one opening image with no caption, as well as two locally embedded videos: one of 
the attack in full and one made by one of the victims in one of the prayer houses. The 
author(s),78 just as in the following texts, abused the poor AV quality of the original 
footage to boost their ‘false flag’ claims.

The hypothesis of the article is that “everything points to the fact that we have been 
witnessing another fake massacre,” the aim of which is “to provoke the society so that 
there is a call for a firearms ban and for an adoption of strict laws against everyone who 
refuses Muslim migration and silent Jihad through Muslim high birth rates.” The text 
first introduces the situation, mentions the manifesto (which the author claims is more 
important than the “massacre” itself), and then describes the attack, while identifying 
the supposed “holes” in the “script.” 

The text contains technical “explanations”, for example, a description of how some of 
the firearms, ballistics, and bullet-proof gear supposedly work, which might seemingly 
further support the supposed lapses in the “operation.” Linguistically, the text uses ex-
pressions like “and that’s not even all” (repeatedly), “spectacle,” “WTF,” “absurd theatre 
that makes me sick,” “peak of the absurd,” and “B movie production” to highlight the 
supposed impudence, as well as using a misleading claim that the original footage was 
“leaked.” There is only one external source in the entire article: an ABC News feature on 
the attacker.79 The attempts of the authorities and tech platforms to take the video down 
(here referenced as “attempts to keep it secret”) are supposedly only an attempt to mask 
the “very poor screenwriting work because the footage contains incredible mistakes 
and nonsense.”

Throughout the text, the author continues to comment on the supposed lack of blood 
and claims that “the footage reveals an incredibly amateurish work and naive produc-
tion, which is denounced by all those who had never held a firearm in their hands. 
What you can see in the video is just an incredible patchwork of nonsense.” There are 
also numerous references to the supposed lack of damage on the victims’ clothes and 
the mosque walls and windows, odd positions of some of the victims’ bodies (suppos-
edly not corresponding with the damage caused by a scattergun or not corresponding 
with the way the attack was carried out), lack of bleeding (including the lack of blood 
spatters on the walls; bleeding that is seen supposedly does not correspond with the 
way the victims were shot; one of the victims is supposedly wearing a bulletproof vest), 
and screaming, panic, and chaos. Two victims are supposedly wearing masks.
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The author also claims that “a pile of corpses” is to be found in the right corner of the 
prayer room before the attacker entered and another “pile” is to be seen in the left cor-
ner, even though the attacker had not yet shot in that direction. One of the “corpses” 
also supposedly stood up from the “pile” to run outside. Another supposed hole in the 
“script” is the “blasphemy” of a woman and a child in a men’s prayer room. The “only 
real victim” – who is not a “crisis actor,” unlike the rest – is supposedly the woman out-
side the mosque who got shot in the head by the attacker. 

The Nordic runes and names on the firearms are also commented on by the author, who 
claims they are there “so that none of the viewers doubted that [the attacker]80 follows in 
the footsteps of Anders Breivik as an avenger of the white race.” 

The attacker’s shooting into the windshield of his getaway car is further used to support 
the false flag claim, as the glass did not shatter, even after 3 shots, while the window in 
the driver’s door does after one: “Oh yeah, that’s what happens when the scattergun is 
stacked alternately with live and blank cartridges and one has to know how to count 
which shot is blank and harmless and which will be live.” 

There are also several references to 9/11 (for example, in the sense that there are also 
“holes” in the supposed “script” or that people can die even in a ‘false flag’ operation). 
A video from the second mosque is also discussed: it supposedly paints a more realistic 
picture, as there are blood stains on the walls and carpets, although it still supposedly 
points to a false flag operation. The article concludes with a claim that:

It is not normal for people to be misled so easily, but we must reiterate 
once again that the media these days does not provide information about 
what really happened, but creates its own versions of reality in order 
to enforce laws against the legal possession of weapons, laws to punish 
racism and xenophobia against Muslims, and laws against all those who 
reject and resist migration,

and that it is not the first time a massacre and footage thereof make little sense, which is 
supposedly why it is necessary to stay critical of the official news.

Article II: March 17, 2019

The second article:

 “VIDEO: The second video from the Christchurch massacre reveals a 
crisis actor who broke the script and rose early from the dead! Hillary 
Clinton’s election campaign chief arrived in New Zealand just before the 
attack and warned the government against Russian hackers and terror-
ists! A city with Christ in its name as the centre of attacks on Muslims is 
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supposed to provoke ethnic riots and racial wars between Christians and 
Muslims so that draconian laws can be passed to curtail civil liberties! 
And it has already begun in the Czech Republic, Hamáček threatens his 
own citizens!” 

is predominantly dedicated to the video made by one of the victims in the second 
mosque. It is 2,524 words-long (including heading, subheadings, and the lead, exclud-
ing image captions) and contains a locally embedded video made by one of the victims, 
and 13 images (one collage showing the attacker, the mosque, and the attacker being 
taken away on a stretcher; eight screen grabs from the footage; one screen grab from 
the attacker’s footage; an image of the apprehension of the attacker; an image of John 
Podesta81 from a TV appearance; and a press image of the Czech Minister of the Interi-
or and the Police President), and an opening image of three likely Muslim men holding 
a sign “This will NOT divide us!” and “No place for hate.” Parts of the text are again 
bolded, as is the case in all the articles. There are altogether four external references: one 
to an article on the Zero Hedge, a far-right controversial site,82 one to a 2016 BA thesis 
written at Brno University of Technology,83 one to a Herald Sun video on election hack-
ing warnings by Podesta,84 and one to a Czech online news site Novinky.cz discussing 
the statement made by the then Minister of the Interior in relation to the comments 
condoning the attack.85 Similar to the previous article, the text also contains supposedly 
scientific explanations to give the author’s claims credibility, as well as phrases such as 
“and that’s not even all” in addition to other degrading interjections.

The article continues in line with the previous text, calling the situation connected to 
the attack a “hysteria,” and that “the media in hysteria deletes discussions, comments, 
user accounts, and all links to truthful information, factual analyses, and namely the 
original footage,” with the situation supposedly being “petrifying,” namely in New Zea-
land, where the local “socialist government started threatening with draconian prison 
sentences of up to 14 years for anyone owning or spreading the leaked massacre footage 
from the crime scene, including photos.” This text concentrates more on the second 
video, where there supposedly is a “fatal lapse of the crisis actor,86 who failed to follow 
the script of the entire production and spoiled the final effect of the otherwise drastical-
ly looking video aimed at igniting compassion in goyim and the stupefied public with 
Muslims.” There is also a connection made to the chemical attack footage by the White 
Helmets in Syria which, according to the author, is also fake, and which the current 
attack supposedly resembles. 

The main analysis concentrates on the above-mentioned “crisis actor,” the lack of blood, 
and other supposed inaccuracies (medical, forensic, and “factual”), a “smiling” man 
in a chequered shirt who is supposed to be “clicking in some app, either chatting on 
Facebook, taking a selfie and uploading it on Instagram, or reading his email inbox and 
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messages delivered in the past few hours,” as well as a woman wearing a hijab, who is 
“not hysterical,” although her husband is likely at her feet covered in blood, claims the 
author.

The next focus is on a body in a puddle outside the mosque: the author is questioning 
its position (the man is supposed to have an arm folded under his face so as to lie more 
comfortably and be able to breathe above the water), his supposedly clean feet, and 
shoes lying next to the body (“I understand that in some Western-genre movies, there 
are scenes where a woman grabs a gun and shoots a guy with a Henry rifle so hard he 
flies out of his shoes.”). 

Further, the text questions the authenticity of a blood stain on a man’s chest (“We don’t 
doubt there is an excessive concentration of miracles on one spot in this prayer room, 
where the dead rise up and leave, they easily walk off two bullet shots in an elbow and 
don’t even soil the carpet, so even blood on one’s heart is possible.”). The author also 
calls out those, who, in the comment section, questioned some of his earlier deductions 
and reiterates his argument regarding the windshield, this time supporting it with a BA 
thesis, presenting it is as a “scientific study.”

The second thematic part of the article continues with the thesis on why there are at-
tempts by the authorities to “censor” the video and questions the number of victims: “It 
is difficult to count the corpses when some of them stand up and just walk away.” Over-
all, the author claims, it is “necessary to spread this information and analyses, to open 
people’s eyes on how the governments, regimes, and the mainstream media lie, just as 
they lied about 9/11, the weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, the usage of chemical 
weapons by Bashar al-Assad in Syria” and asks, “what is the actual driving force of these 
events?” The answer, according to him, is

… of course, the migration and silent islamisation of the white man’s 
environment and his Christian family. A terrorist and a white man came 
to a city bearing Christ’s name (Christ’s Church – Christchurch)87 and 
allegedly killed Muslims out of hate. Muslims in Christ’s city. Of course, 
it is a provocation against the white population in order to tighten even 
more the personal freedoms, freedom of speech, and publishing,

complaining that a “censorship-free platform,” Dissenter, was preventatively closed by 
the New Zealand government, since “the Zionists do not want the goyim to have access 
to truth and materials about the Christchurch massacre.” 

He also predicts that “it will all lead to the Nuremberg laws in reverse.” The presence of 
Podesta, who is according to the author “the main suspect in the pedofile-satanist scan-
dal Pizza Gate,” and who came to warn the local government against possible election 
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hacking by China and Russia, is supposedly another sign that New Zealand will too be 
affected by “managed Zionist islamisation and the regime will lock up anyone who will 
protest against the Muslims, their intifada through their high birth rate.” 

The article concludes that this “hysteria” was also spread by the then Czech Minister of 
the Interior and the Police President who started “threatening” the Czech citizens that 
“the Police watches and sees everything the citizens write and say on the Internet and 
that the Police will focus on prosecuting those persons who condone the terrorist attack 
in Christchurch.”

Article III: March 18, 2019

The third article:

 “VIDEO: Another leaked video from Christchurch reveals a massive 
conspiracy from the New Zealand government, have the police started 
falsifying evidence? Amateur footage captured the arrest of the shooter, 
but there were no bullet holes in the windshield of the car! Today, an 
official police photo of the car tow emerged, and suddenly there are 3 
huge holes in the glass! Evidence manipulation as a desperate damage 
control response to the leaked analyses of images taken on the day of the 
massacre!” 

is 1,612 words-long (including heading, subheadings, and the lead, excluding image 
captions and recommendations for further reading), contains seven images (five of the 
arrest of the attacker; one picture of the shooter’s car on a towaway; and one screen 
grab from the shooter’s original video), and one opening image (the shooter’s car being 
towed away with a small image of the shooter from his court appearance with his face 
blurred), and a video of the attacker’s apprehension captured likely by a passer-by. There 
is one external source, which is however broken (likely referring to a site with the police 
photograph of the shooter’s car). 

The text focuses predominantly on continuing to substantiate the ‘false flag’ claims by 
analysing the moment of the arrest, and discusses the windshield in the shooter’s car, 
which was supposedly lacking any bullet holes, which were, however, present in the 
police pictures. This article proceeds to delve deeper into other conspiracy realities, 
linking the attack to other supposedly secret operations and plans, and substantiates the 
claims with interpretation of various “hidden symbols.”

The author comments on the “frenzied” actions by the New Zealand government, such 
as taking down the footage of the attack or arresting people who uploaded the footage 
online. The reason supposedly is that: 
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the entire massacre was just a conspiracy from the New Zealand govern-
ment against their own people to disarm the New Zealand population 
before a planned project to convert both islands into refugee islands for 
millions of Muslim refugees from the Indonesia and other countries 
takes place, which is a plan of the Zionist project Gladio Pacific.

The article then continues to examine in detail the pictures of the windshield, attempt-
ing to prove that there were no bullet holes. The author further argues that although the 
armed shooter could have killed the police officers, he let them arrest him without any 
fight, just like Anders Breivik. 

In terms of symbolism, the author argues that the racist “OK” hand gesture88 made by 
the attacker at court, was in fact a “symbol of Satan’s synagogue 666 (thumb and index 
finger create a circle and three fingers form a fan), which the stupid mainstream media 
interprets as White Power, while that is an utter idiocy and of course a lie.” He further 
continues that 

the Zionist media will of course not announce that the shooter is, in fact, 
under the protection of Kabbalah and Satan’s synagogue. … [He] has 
simply carried out a mission, used agreed upon symbols on the weapons 
to have a “just cause” for his behaviour.

According to the author, whenever laws against people need to be adopted, there is a 
need to have public approval, which is “easiest to be achieved by terrorism, thanks to 
which people will agree to exchange some of their freedoms for feeling safe.” The author 
also claims that “it is not a coincidence there were symbols, runes, and inscriptions on 
[the shooter’s] weapons bearing a link to Sophia, mother of Kabbalah, the Masonic rites 
of the Sun, and contained a message for John Podesta.” There were also links to 9/11 
made, as the “missing” bullet holes and supposed cover-up are linked to the “missing 
passenger windows” on one of the planes hitting the WTC, and subsequent takedowns 
of witnesses’ report. 

Lastly, the author claims that “holes in a script” are natural and present in any conspir-
acy. Yet, since any of such mistakes can work as a “smoking gun,” the next step is 

falsifying the evidence, additional perforation of the windshield by the 
police for the media, cartridge cases in the mosque which the shooter 
was supposedly not allowed to enter into, since a brave Muslim man with 
a portable payment terminal chased him away, the dead rise from the 
floor, and other lapses.
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Article IV: March 19, 2019

The fourth article:

 “Conspiracy and Kabbalah: The Christchurch attacker has so far been 
accused of one count of murder only, Muslims are furious, and ISIL has 
called on its followers to take bloody revenge! An analysis of the inscrip-
tions and symbols on the shooter’s firearms leads to John Podesta and the 
Satan’s Synagogue, worshipping of Horus,89 and occult cabalism! Al-Noor 
Mosque brought up 2 terrorists who trained in Yemen alongside the 
terrorists from France who were killing in Charlie Hebdo! The Christ-
church police arrived in armour because they held a drill on that day! The 
memory of 9/11 is back!” 

is 2,727 words-long (including heading, subheadings, and the lead, excluding image 
captions). It contains eleven images (one of a Muslim man “preaching jihad;” a close up 
on the shooter’s hand making the “OK” hand gesture / 666 symbol; three screen grabs 
from the shooter’s footage; one collage of images supposedly connecting Podesta with 
the symbols on the shooter’s firearms; a collage explaining the “Eye of Horus;” a photo 
of a 666 symbol / gesture; a picture of Podesta with “14” and a “fish” symbol on his 
palms; a photo of the shooter’s firearm; a picture of the shooter at his court appearance 
with his face blurred), and an opening image (an edited photo from the court appear-
ance of the shooter, wearing an imitation of Templar armour), one video (a subtitled cut 
from the shooter’s footage explaining supposed inaccuracies), and five links to external 
sources: a Mail Online article on the charges against the shooter,90 a broken link to 
Blacklisted News on the police training, two iDnes.cz articles (one on then head of the 
Prague Muslim community91 and one on ISIS calling for a revenge)92, and an article on 
Newshub.co.nz on certain links between the mosques and al-Qaeda suspects).93

There are five thematic sections in the article: comments on the nature of the crime the 
shooter was accused of, further analysis of supposed mistakes, analysis of symbols and 
“hidden” cues – which forms the main part of the article, further similarities with 9/11 
(linked to the members of special forces being able to arrive quickly due a planned drill 
held nearby)94, and comments on the supposed main motivation behind the attack. 

The author now argues that the shooter streamed the attack live to have “an insurance” 
since supposedly any “competent lawyer and forensic expert, who would get their hands 
on the video, would only find one murder in the entire recording,” which is allegedly 
the reason why he was initially accused of one count of murder only, and also why 
he took some seemingly illogical steps during the attack. He then repeats some of his                 
earlier claims. 
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The second theme focuses on a short video from the original footage, now cut shorter 
and subtitled, claiming the original footage must have been edited, as there were no 
cartridges to be seen ejected from the weapon. The author even takes into account a 
counterargument on the poor AV quality, yet, claiming that even the poor quality was 
not a sufficient enough explanation. 

An analysis of the “hidden symbolism” is the main part of this article: a symbol of a fish 
and number 14 that were on one of the rifles are supposedly linked to Horus and his 
all-seeing eye – a symbol of “Jewish-Mason secret and occult organisation Illuminati.” 
The author makes another link to Podesta and claims he might have been the initiator 
of the massacre, since “he has signalled earlier that he is a member of the Satan’s Syn-
agogue.” The author then goes into detail on the meaning of the Eye of Horus, making 
both “medical” and “spiritual” claims on how individuals can be manipulated (as well as 
manipulate) when initiated into relevant rituals, all linked to Kabbalah, occultism, and 
Freemasonry.95 The “OK” sign the shooter made was, according to the author, a “666 
symbol” – another symbol of Horus – which was supposed to signal “his masters that 
he accomplished the task and that he is a part of a conspiracy through higher manage-
ment processes on this planet.” 

As the author believes the purpose of the attack is a planned conspiracy aimed at start-
ing a war between the Christians and the Muslims, he mentions some reactions of ISIS 
as well as Kušnarenko to confirm such claims. In line with the overall anti-Islamic tone 
of Aeronet, the author also mentions two converts and suspected al-Qaeda fighters who 
had ties to Christchurch and who died in a US drone strike in Yemen: “And we are sup-
posed to cry over such a house of prayer?” He concludes by claiming there are similar 
“Jihadi beds” in the Czech Republic, too, which are not being closed down either.

Article V: March 20, 2019

This article is 1,640 words-long (including heading, subheadings, and the lead, exclud-
ing image captions and a two-paragraph plea for financial contributions to the site).

 “VIDEO: When the shooter entered the Christchurch Al-Noor Mosque 
for the first time, a prepared painted automatic rifle magazine was al-
ready placed on the floor in the corridor, just like in a computer game! 
And another leaked photo suggests that blood on the clothes of Muslims 
from the second house of prayer in Linwood is likely raspberry lemon-
ade! One of the survivors carries it with him! The funeral of the first two 
Muslims took place in secrecy behind tarps so no one could see or make 
any footage!” 
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This article contains seven images (three screen grabs from the shooter’s footage; one 
of Lateef Alabi wearing bloodied clothes; one of a Powerade bottle; one of a body in a 
coffin; and one of a group of people who survived the attack), an opening image (an 
overview of a mosque and a police line), one video (a subtitled cut, of which parts are 
slowed down and there are explanatory arrows added, from the shooter’s footage), and 
two external sources: Per Second News article96 and iDnes article.97

The last text in the Christchurch attack analysis series keeps commenting on supposed 
inaccuracies in the attack footage and repeating claims about “censorship.” Its primary 
focus is on a magazine that had been supposedly already present in the mosque and the 
attacker only picked it up when he needed it, and allegedly unnatural reaction of the vic-
tims. The author claims a long-term reader – referred to by his first name only, without 
any verifiable identification – who “works in forensic medicine,” and is described as an 
expert, reached out to point out inaccuracies in physiological reactions of the victims 
upon being shot. 

The author also comments on a photograph of Alabi, whose clothes were soaked in 
blood, questioning whether it indeed was blood, as a man behind him in the same pho-
tograph carries a bottle with red liquid, which might be according to the author either 
raspberry lemonade, but also a colourant. He also mentions there was a lack of ambu-
lance and coroners’ cars on the scene to be seen in the media. The author also criticizes 
“lack of information and details” surrounding the first funerals of the victims: “Body as 
a proof? Hardly. God knows what was packed in the bag.” 

Conclusion

The complex and interconnected conspiracy claims made on Aeronet, accompanied 
with seemingly expert commentaries, abuse of the poor audio-visual quality of the 
footage, distortion of forensics, ballistics, natural information delay, and possible infor-
mation gaps, with disregard and ridicule of other possible and reasonable explanations, 
might make the texts and their claims believable for certain readers, or at least make the 
readers doubt and pose questions as to any possible lapses in the official account. 

The use of – albeit sporadic – external sources, both conspiratory (or tabloid) and se-
rious, may also seemingly lend the texts credibility. This supposed credibility is further 
induced by the complexity and thoroughness of the published material and detailed 
knowledge of the context and links, both real and imaginary. 

The five main texts on the Christchurch attack align with the narratives presented on 
Aeronet, work with usual conspiracy contexts presented on the site, including the de-
veloping nature of the “hidden” conspiracy context (which can and does even contra-
dict each other). They also follow the tendency that ‘false flag’ conspiracies follow mass 
shootings. Nonetheless, the number of texts dedicated solely to this attack and the num-
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ber of subsequent references is less usual for the site, although the former might have 
been linked to the amount of primary material readily provided by the shooter. The one 
text discussing the sentencing for support and promotion of terrorism, surprisingly 
omitting all the other court cases, and not making any link to them whatsoever, then 
continues with the narratives against the credibility of the Czech public institutions, 
specifically the Ministry of the Interior, and contributes to undermine the authority of 
Czech legal system and functioning democracy, which are common for the site.

Aeronet further points to the weaker areas of the current legal system, which does not 
have any dedicated provisions for fighting flagrant disinformation. This trend is how-
ever not specific to the Czech context and points to larger issues in democratic societies 
that need to carefully balance the freedom of speech and speech that may be legal but is 
harmful and/or can lead to polarisation and even radicalisation.

Sites like Aeronet are also an example highlighting the need for comprehensive strategic 
communication and disinformation strategies. The Aeronet articles rarely attract such 
reactions and the proclamations by the Minister of the Interior and the Police President 
in case of Christchurch, which were linked to the condoning of the attack and conspir-
acies in general, not specifically to those made by Aeronet, were a rarity at that time. 

The Christchurch terrorist attack, albeit happening very far from the Czech Republic, 
helped mobilise the legal system in judicating as regards supporting terrorism online, 
which has set a precedent into the future and could lead to more consistent approach to 
this kind of illegal activity online. Despite the unprecedented nature of the legal impact, 
Aeronet dedicated only very little attention to this aspect, pointing to the opportunistic 
nature of its content by discussing only what is convenient to the mission of the content 
creator(s) at the time.

As such, the site has undoubtedly helped in spreading conspiracy claims in the Czech 
context in relation to Christchurch. This was even more sensitive as there had been on-
going prosecutions related to the condoning of the attack on the Internet, which have 
been setting a precedent in dealing with this type of criminality in the aftermath of a 
terrorist attack in the Czech Republic. 

Considering the fact that the articles are written in the Czech language, which does 
not have a large number of speakers worldwide and is easily understandable only to 
Slovak speakers, the impact of these specific articles globally, even though they are still 
publicly accessible online, is likely limited. They, however, point to the worrying trend 
of conspiracies in general and in security context in particular, which is why they and 
their possible effects should not be taken lightly.
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